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ABSTRACT From the effects of COVID-19, New Zealand’s Tourism 
Industry has greatly declined due to travel restrictions. With 
these restrictions it meant the Tourism Industry had to look 
more into Virtual Tourism. 

Cyber Physical Exhibitions is an exploration into Virtual Tourism, 
and looks to further investigate what it could look like with 
the use of immersive technologies. The project aims to create 
a mixed environment merging digital and physical elements 
together. With the project ultimately allowing the user to 
experience different cities and landscapes in New Zealand. 
This thesis is very experimental and followed a Research 
by Design methodology. Where the research consisted of 
different technological investigations based around AR 
(Augmented Reality). Different model prototypes were also 
made to test the digital interface between the AR and a 
Physical Model.

This thesis proposes to use CNC cut models and an AR  
application on a mobile device. The AR application uses the 
devices camera to detect the physical model, which launches 
an AR Portal. The portal opens up to a large scale digital 
environment where the user can virtually move through it, 
while still being in the same physical space. The physical 
models are representative of the space it opens up to, with 
each AR Portal showing different tourist locations related to 
that certain model.

Figure .1: Digital Environment the user sees through the device, image created by author.
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UI Button - User Interface Button. A button on a website or 
application that executes a custom code or action, when the 
button is pressed.

VR - Virtual Reality

Vuforia - An Augmented Reality software that augments digital 
information onto different images, objects and spaces.

XR - Extended Reality

AR - Augmented Reality

C# - A programming language used to develop web 
applications, desktop applications, mobile applications, etc.

Depth Mask Shader - A Unity Shader, when applied to an 
object anything behind that object becomes invisible.

Mixed Environment - A mixture of a real and digital 
environment, where digital and physical elements co-exist.

MR - Mixed Reality

Shader - In Unity shaders are small scripts that contain the 
information needed to render an object, when applied to an 
object it determines how the object is rendered.

Texture Mapping - A method used to apply 2D image textures 
onto the surface of 3D objects.

Unity - A game engine used to create 3D games and 
applications, which also allows it’s users to build their projects 
on to different platforms

GLOSSARY
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With COVID-19, many countries imposed travelling 
restrictions to stop the spread of the virus. With the travelling 
restrictions it caused a large decrease in tourists, affecting 
the tourism industry worldwide. However, in these conditions 
it prompted the use of Virtual Tourism as it is an alternative 
way to remotely experience different places around the world. 
Virtual Tourism can be described as the use of technology to 
create a virtual experience for tourists. 

Cyber Physical Exhibitions looks to explore the idea of Virtual 
Tourism with immersive technologies. Immersive technologies 
include Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), and 
Mixed Reality (MR). This thesis proposes to use AR for its 
compatibility with mobile devices, but it does look into VR and 
MR. 

For this project the aim is to merge real and digital 
environments to create a mixed environment, where physical 
and digital elements co-exist. The project utilises the concept 
of an AR Portal which allows you to virtually move back 
and forth between a physical space and digital space. For 
the digital space, this project developed Large Scale Digital 
Environments which show different tourist locations in New 
Zealand. 

Each environment is launched by a different model, in this 
project there are 3 Models, North Island, South Island and AKL 
City. The North Island and South Island Models open up to the 
different National parks on each island. The AKL City Model 
opens up to Auckland City, this is an experimental model that 
looks at more of a city setting. 

With this project it was designed so that it could be made 
and used overseas. The project intends to have the AR 
application run on a mobile device, as mobile devices are 
more affordable and accessible then VR and MR devices. 
The project proposes an AR Application and CNC cut models 
because the application and digital fabrication files can be 
shared online. Having these files available it means the app can 
be downloaded onto different devices. For the model it uses 
a common digital fabrication method, so could it be prepared 
and constructed remotely with the right materials, tools, and 
services.

INTRODUCTION
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1. CONTEXT: 
This chapter briefly goes over XR and the technologies that 
are involved. It gives some context around COVID-19, Virtual 
Tourism, and some Previous Work. It then goes over the 
Precedent projects and the approach for the thesis.

Chapter Image Chapter Image Chapter Image 

2. INVESTIGATIONS:
In this chapter it documents the different technological 
investigations done for this thesis. The investigations 
were mainly testing different software and creating model 
prototypes.

3. PROPOSED DESIGN:
For this chapter it will go over how the digital models and 
physical models are made. Also showing how the digital 
environments are made, how the AR Portal is made and the 
features on the AR app.

4. REFLECTION:
This chapter is a critical reflection on the thesis’ processes.  
Analysing the technology and noting the technological issues 
through out the thesis.
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Figure .2: Previous Work, Landscape Model for Ars Electronica, 2020, image created by author
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Extended Reality (XR) is an umbrella term that covers 
different immersive technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR), 
Augmented Reality (AR), and Mixed Reality (MR).2

These technologies are used to create immersive and 
interactive experiences, where the digital world starts to 
extend into the real world. These technologies are used with 
different devices ranging from Head Mounted Displays (HMD) 
to mobile devices (Fig. 3). With the level of interaction and 
immersion varying with each device.

1. CONTEXT

Extended Reality

Figure .3: XR / Extended Reality Break Down, diagram by author.

1 Timothy Jung, Philipp A. Rauschnabel, and M. Claudia tom Dieck, eds., 
“Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality: Changing Realities in a Dynamic World,” 
Progress in IS, 2020, pp. 3-401, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-37869-1. 
2 Andrei O. Kwok and Sharon G. Koh, “Covid-19 and Extended Reality (XR),” 
Current Issues in Tourism 24, no. 14 (2020): pp. 1935-1940.

Immersive technologies are used in many different industries 
such as education, healthcare, business, entertainment, 
architecture, construction, and gaming.1 This thesis is an 
exploration into what Virtual Tourism could look like using 
immersive technologies. As a collective these technologies are 
often referred to as Extended Reality / XR. 
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Virtual Reality completely immerses the user in a virtual 
environment.3 VR is experienced using a HMD and Controllers. 
The virtual environment is viewed through the screen in the 
HMD, and the controllers help the user navigate and interact 
with the virtual environment. 

An example of VR is tilt brush, which is a VR application that 
allows the user to paint in 3D.4 Tilt Brush places the user in 
a virtual environment, where the user can paint with the 
handheld controllers (Fig 4.).. In the app there a variety 
of different brushes, effects, and tools that the user can 
experiment with. 

Virtual Reality

3 Xiangyu Wang and Marc Aurel Schnabel, Mixed Reality in Architecture, Design 
and Construction (Netherlands?: Springer, 2010),15.
4 “Tilt Brush,” Tilt Brush by Google, accessed July 24, 2021, https://www.
tiltbrush.com/.

Figure .4: Tilt Brush Visualisation, painting with the handheld controller. VIVEPORT. Accessed July 24, 2021. https://www.viveport.com/bbbc73fc-
b018-42ce-a049-439ab378dbc6. 
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Augmented Reality overlays digital information on top of the 
physical world. AR can be used with smartphones, tablets, and  
an AR HMD. AR uses the devices camera and places digital 
information over the cameras view in real-time.5 AR is usually 
used with AR applications on mobile devices. A well known AR 
application is Pokemon GO.

In Pokemon GO, players are tasked to locate and catch 
Pokemon in real world locations using their smartphones or 
other mobile devices. In the AR application, Pokémon appear 
on the user’s device as if they are in the physical world (Fig. 5).6

Augmented Reality

5 Tara J. Brigham, “Reality Check: Basics of Augmented, Virtual, and Mixed 
Reality,” Medical Reference Services Quarterly 36, no. 2 (March 2017): pp. 171-178, 
6 Philipp A. Rauschnabel, Alexander Rossmann, and M. Claudia tom Dieck, “An 
Adoption Framework for Mobile Augmented Reality Games: The Case of Pokémon 
Go,” Computers in Human Behavior 76 (2017): pp. 276-286,

Figure .5: Screenshots of App, Pokemon appear on top of the physical environment, Pokemon GO. Accessed November 25, 2021. https://
pokemongolive.com/post/arplus/
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Mixed Reality shares similar features and qualities with both 
AR and VR. MR merges the real world and digital world, where 
the user can interact with physical and digital elements.7MR 
can be experienced using a MR HMD. An example of an MR 
HMD is the HoloLens, while wearing it the user is still able to 
see the physical environment. With the HoloLens it allows the 
user to interact with virtual elements in real time.8

An example that shows the interaction with MR is the 
Minecraft HoloLens demonstration at E3, 2015. Using the 
Hololens, the demonstration showed that you could interact 
with the a virtual minecraft world using your voice and hands. 
With the Hololens’ speech recognition, using different voice 
commands the user can make the model bigger and smaller. 
With the Hololens’ hand recognition, using a pinching hand 
action, the user can drag and move the virtual minecraft world 
(Fig. 6).9 This was only a demonstration and the project hasn’t 
been released, however it showed what you could potentially 
do with MR.

Mixed Reality

7 Wang, Schnabel, Mixed Reality in Architecture, Design and Construction, 4.
8 “Mixed Reality Documentation,” Mixed Reality | Microsoft Docs, accessed June 
18, 2021, https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality.
9 “How Minecraft Will Work with Microsoft’s HoloLens,” Business Insider 
Australia, June 15, 2015, https://www.businessinsider.com.au/microsoft-hololens-
e3-demo-2015-6.

Figure .6: Screenshots of Demonstration, Presenter moves model from his left to his right. Youtube, uploaded by GameSpot. Accessed November 28, 
2021. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNoHNTaP_Gk&ab

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.
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With COVID-19, most countries closed down their borders. 
With a large decreae in tourists and visitors worldwide, it really 
impacted the Tourism Industry. In New Zealand, before the 
borders were closed, there was a peak of 528,219 overseas 
visitors in Decmeber, 2019. However, after the borders were 
closed, there were only 4,035 overseas visitors in April ,2020 
(Fig 7).10 

With COVID-19, Virtual Tourism has become more relevant as 
it allows people to see and experience different places without 
travelling. Using XR in Virtual Tourism opens up different ways 
to experience these different places.

COVID-19

10 “Overseas Visitor Arrivals, Monthly, June 2011–2021,” Tourism | Stats NZ, 
accessed October 4, 2021, https://www.stats.govt.nz/topics/tourism.

Figure .7: Overseas visitor arrivals, monthly, June 2011–2021. Stats NZ, Accessed March 22 2021. https://www.stats.govt.nz/topics/
tourism
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A key aspect of Virtual Tourism is that it allows you to virtually 
experience a space or place using XR or other interactive 
technologies. With different devices and technologies Virtual 
Tourism can take different forms. A common example of 
Virtual Tourism is Virtual Tours.11 Virtual Tours are usually an 
arrangement of 360o photos or videos of a tourist location. 

A common platform and app that features Virtual Tours is 
Google Street View. Google Street View is usually experienced 
through a mobile device or computer. With Street View the 
user can look at millions of 360o photos that have been taken 
from different countries around the world. To explore a certain 
location the user can move between the different 360o photos 
that have been taken there. The platform features virtual tours 
of different tourist locations (Fig. 8), cities, and landscapes. 
There are also virtual tours inside a number of buildings, shops, 
museums, restaurants and art galleries (Fig. 9).12

Virtual Tourism

11 Christian Krug, “Virtual Tourism: The Consumption of Natural and Digital 
Environments,” Nature in Literary and Cultural Studies, 2006, pp. 249-273, https://
doi.org/10.1163/9789401203555_013, 253.
12 “Discover Street View and Contribute Your Own Imagery to Google Maps.,” 
Google (Google), accessed June 21, 2021, https://www.google.com/intl/en/
streetview/.

Figure .9: Dulwich Picture Gallery, using Google Street View on a computer. Google Arts and Culture. Accessed July 13, 2021. https://artsandculture.
google.com/streetview/dulwich-picture-gallery-360%C2%BA-room-view/. 

Figure .8: Machu Picchu using Google Street View 
on a phone, screenshot taken by author.
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Virtual Tours in New Zealand

For New Zealand, users can also use Google Street View to 
look at different places in New Zealand through 360o photos. 
However, users can also experience these places through a 
number of 360o videos that are avaiable on different platforms 
and websites.

An example being a 360o video, taken by Southern Discoveries, 
on a cruise thorugh Milford Sound (Fig. 10). Southern 
Discoveries was the first company to operate cruises in Milford 
Sound, and first operator to showcase Milford Sound in 360° 
videos.13

13 “Southern Discoveries Rolls out Virtual Reality,” Scoop, May 9, 2016, https://
www.scoop.co.nz/stories/AK1605/S00196/southern-discoveries-rolls-out-virtual-
reality.htm.

Figure .10: Screenshot of “Discover Milford Sound 360” video, Vimeo, uploaded by Berna Dette. Accessed November 22 2021. https://vimeo.
com/229953221
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14 The National Gallery, London, “Sainsbury Wing VR Tour,” Sainsbury Wing 
VR tour | Virtual tours | National Gallery, London, accessed December 20, 2021, 
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/visiting/virtual-tours/sainsbury-wing-vr-tour. 
15 “Pro2 3d Camera,” Matterport, accessed December 20, 2021, https://
matterport.com/cameras/pro2-3D-camera. 

Figure .11: View inside the Gallery. Sainsbury Wing VR Tour. Accessed 
December 20, 2021. https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/visiting/
virtual-tours/sainsbury-wing-vr-tour. 

Figure .12: Information on Artwork. Sainsbury Wing VR Tour. Accessed 
December 20, 2021. https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/visiting/
virtual-tours/sainsbury-wing-vr-tour. 

Figure .13: Doll House View of Sainsbury Wing. Sainsbury Wing VR Tour. Accessed December 20, 2021. https://www.nationalgallery.org.
uk/visiting/virtual-tours/sainsbury-wing-vr-tour. 

With XR, there is a vast range of different immersive 
technologies which offer different ways to experience a place.
An example that uses XR in Virtual Tourism, is the Sainsbury 
Wing VR Tour. This is a Virtual Tour of the Sainsbury Wing of 
The National Gallery in London. There gallery has several Virtual 
Tours that can be viewed on a computer, mobile, and tablet. 
However, this is the only tour that can be experienced in VR.14

The Virtual Tour was created using a Matterport Pro2 3D 
Camera. This camera takes a numerous amount 360o images 
and converts them into 3D scan. Using Matterport Technology 
these scans can be placed together to create a digital model 
for the Virtual Tour.15 In the tour the user can move through 
the gallery by moving to different 360o photos, using the 
handheld controllers (Fig. 11). The Tours allows you to zoom 
into the different artwork and provides additional information 
as well (Fig. 12). The Matterport technology also allows the 
user to drag, rotate and zoom into a 3D model of the Gallery 
(Fig. 13).

Virtual Tourism using XR
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Virtual Tourism in New Zealand using XR

An example from New Zealand that uses XR is the Ruakuri 
Cave tour which was created by Virtual Tourism New 
Zealand. Their website has a number of VR tours of different 
accomodation options, venues, restaurants, wineries, museums 
and historical sites in New Zealand.16 These VR Tours use the 
same Matterport Technology as the Sainsbury Wing VR Tour. 
Where the user can experience the tour in VR, interact with a 
3D model of the space (Fig. 14 & 15) and move between 360o 
photos (Fig. 16).

Figure .16: View inside The Ruakuri Cave. The Virtual Tourist, Virtual Tourism New Zealand. Accessed December 20, 2021. https://www.
virtualtourismnewzealand.co.nz/ruakuri-caves---3d-tour.html

Figure .14: Floor Plan View of the Cave. The Virtual Tourist, Virtual 
Tourism New Zealand. Accessed December 20, 2021. https://www.
virtualtourismnewzealand.co.nz/ruakuri-caves---3d-tour.html

Figure .15: Doll House View of the Cave. The Virtual Tourist, Virtual 
Tourism New Zealand. Accessed December 20, 2021. https://www.
virtualtourismnewzealand.co.nz/ruakuri-caves---3d-tour.html

16 The Virtual Tourist. Accessed December 20, 2021.    
https://www.virtualtourismnewzealand.co.nz/.
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Using AR for Virtual Tourism AR Portals

Experiencing a virtual tour with XR does offer a more 
immersive experience than a virtual tour on a computer or 
mobile device. However, with VR and MR it requires a HMD, 
which are generally quite expensive. But AR can be used with 
mobile devices, which are a more suitable option as they are 
cheaper and more accessible. 

Using AR on mobile devices is quite ideal as a lot of current 
mobile devices have high quality cameras, fast processors, and 
the required hardware to use AR.17 Smart Phones and Tablets 
are also easier to handle as they are generally more compact 
and lighter than a HMD. 

With mobile devices being very common nowadays, it means 
an AR application can be used by a lot of people.18 For this 
reason this thesis proposes an AR application which uses AR 
Portals.

17 Wang, Schnabel, Mixed Reality in Architecture, Design and Construction, 95.
18 Ibid, 96.

19 “Portal to Paradise,” Marriott Caribbean and Latin America resorts., accessed 
December 28, 2021, https://www.paradisebymarriott.com/PortaltoParadise.html.

With AR Portals, it allows the user to virtually move into an 
immersive environment, viewing it through a mobile device.  
With an AR Portal app it augments a 360o photo, video, or 
digital environment onto the real world. However, from the 
outside these elements are masked and hidden except for an 
opening, which is the portal. 

With an AR Portal it allows the user to go inside 360o 

photos, videos, or digital environments of different tourist 
locations around the world. An example that uses AR Portals 
to see different places is an app called Portals to Paradise. 
The application opens AR portals to 8 Marriott resorts in the 
Caribbean and Mexico. The AR Portals show the different 
pools, restaurants, beaches, rooms and spas at the different 
resorts (Fig. 17). Each portal opens up to either a 360o photo 
or video of these different spaces.19

Figure .17: Screenshots of App, using the AR Portal. Portal to Paradise by Marriott, Ads of the World. Accessed December 28, 2021. https://www.
adsoftheworld.com/media/integrated/marriott_portal_to_paradise_by_marriott
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New Zealand is quite renown for it landscapes and scenery, 
and it is one of the main reasons why tourists come to visit.20

In the International Visitor Survey: Activities, 2019, it recorded 
the total visitors for the different tourist activites in NZ.21 
Looking at the most visited activities, the majority of them 
relate to New Zealand’s Landscapes and Outdoor activities 
(Fig, 18).

So, for this thesis it uses landscapes as a driving idea. Where 
it looks at creating a digital environments of New Zealand’s 
Landscapes.

Key Areas of Tourism in New Zealand

20 “International Visitor Survey: Activities,” Stats NZ, accessed May 28, 2021, 
http://nzdotstat.stats.govt.nz/wbos/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=TABLECODE7576#.
21 “Visitor Experience: Market Information about Our Visitors and Our Active 
Considerers” (Tourism New Zealand, April 2018), https://www.tourismnewzealand.
com/media/3423/visitor-experience-infographic-april-2018.pdf.

Figure .18: Top 10 most visited activities in New Zealand, 2019, International Visitor Survey: Activities. Stats NZ. Accessed May 18, 2021. http://
nzdotstat.stats.govt.nz/wbos/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=TABLECODE7576#

- “The country is highly geographically diverse and 
contains a range of different scenery, including subtropical 
forests, beaches, glaciers, mountains and plains in a relatively  
small area. 
- New Zealand also has a reputation for outdoor 
adventures, including surfing, skiing, kayaking, tramping and 
sailing, among others.
- Travelling is seen to be relatively easy, with self-driving 
popular. The distances between towns and attractions are 
relatively short. 
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This thesis is an extension of the authors previous work, 
which looked at creating a Digital Environment that could be 
experienced online and in VR.

Ars Electronica Garden Aotearoa, 2020, was an immersive digital 
environment that could be experienced using Mozilla Hubs. 
Mozilla Hubs is online platform where you can create and 
explore 3D Virtual Spaces.22 

For this project, the aim was to create a digital landscape. 
The 3D models of the Landscapes were generated from a 
free online service called Terrain2STL.23 The textures for the 
landscape models were made from a combination of different 
photos and satellite imagery. For Mozilla Hubs spaces they 
are created using Spoke, which is an online 3D Scene Editor 
connected with Mozilla Hubs.24 In Spoke a 360o image of the 
sky was added to the model to make it more immersive 
(Fig. 19). 

Previous Work

Figure .19: 360o Sky photos added in Spoke. Image created by author.

22 “Welcome to Hubs,” Hubs by Mozilla, accessed December 27, 2021, https://
hubs.mozilla.com/docs/welcome.html.
23 “Terrain2STL - Create STL Models of the Surface of Earth,” Terrain2STL, 
accessed January 27, 2021, https://jthatch.com/Terrain2STL/.
24 “Spoke by Mozilla,” Mozilla Labs, accessed December 27, 2021, https://labs.
mozilla.org/projects/spoke/.

Conceptual Model Conceptual Model

Final Model
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Figure .20: MODOS 2020, Photos from the end of year exhibition 
showcasing the different Mozilla Hub rooms with VR. Photo taken 
by author.

Figure .21: Ars Electronica Garden Aotearoa 2020, using Mozilla Hubs on a computer. Screenshot taken by Author 

With Spoke you can publish these virtual spaces to Mozilla 
Hubs. With Mozilla Hubs the user can experience these spaces 
in VR (Fig. 20), computer (Fig. 21) and mobile device. Creating 
these digital environments

With Ars Electronica, it looked at exploring digital spaces online 
with VR. But with this thesis it looks to explore digital spaces 
in AR.
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Google Earth VR is a VR application where the user can 
virtually explore the world. The application allows the user to 
virtually fly through a vast digital environment of the world, 
and visit different cities, buildings, and landscapes (Fig. 22).25

The concept of being able to virtually see the world works well 
with the idea of Virtual Tourism. However not everyone has a 
HMD, which is part of the reason this thesis aims to use AR to 
explore a large digital environment. 

With Google Earth VR it has a vast digital environment, but it 
requires a lot data, as it has to load the different landscapes 
and buildings. A key factor for this thesis and AR app, is that 
the digital environments aren’t too big.

Google Earth VR

Precedents

25 “Google Earth VR on Oculus Rift,” Oculus, accessed July 12, 2021, https://
www.oculus.com/experiences/rift/1513995308673845/.

Figure .22: Screenshot of Google Earth VR, Overlooking Manhattan, New York. STEAM. Accessed July 14, 2021. https://store.steampowered.com/
app/348250/Google_Earth_VR/. 
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Weightless Bricks Act II: Collaboration is an MR experience 
where two participants share a virtual garden.26 Each 
participant is either equipped with a rake (Fig. 23) or a 
watering can (Fig. 24). These objects have trackers on them so 
they can be seen in the Virtual World, even while wearing a 
HMD.27  

With this project it has created a mixed environment as it has 
brought physical objects into the digital world. With these 
objects they were digitally fabricated to allow for remote 
production. With this thesis it also looks in digital fabrication 
as it not only allows for remote production, but remote 
collaboration as well. Having a model that can be made and 
used overseas is quite fitting with COVID-19 and travel 
retrictions.

Weightless Bricks Act II: Collaboration

Figure .23: User with Rake, Weightless Bricks Act II: Collaboration, John 
Cruwys, accessed August 25, 2021, https://www.johncruwys.com/
weightless-bricks-act-ii-collaboration.

Figure .24: User with Watering Can, Weightless Bricks Act II: 
Collaboration, John Cruwys, accessed August 25, 2021, https://www.
johncruwys.com/weightless-bricks-act-ii-collaboration.

26 “Weightless Bricks Act II: Collaboration,” Soft bodies, accessed August 25, 
2021, http://softbodies.co.uk/wb-act-ii.html.
27 “Weightless Bricks Act II: Collaboration,” John Cruwys, accessed August 25, 
2021, https://www.johncruwys.com/weightless-bricks-act-ii-collaboration.
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Everest VR is a VR app that takes you on a journey up Mt 
Everest. The app has 5 interactive climbing scenes where takes 
the user from a base camp to the peak of Mt Everest.28

As well as creating a vast landscape, it overlays digital 
information on top of the mountains. Showing the peak 
heights, peak names and different trails (Fig. 25). With this 
thesis looking at National Parks and Mountains there is an 
opportunity to also show similar information. Also providing 
additional tourist related information as well, to give people 
some insight into the digital environments.

EVEREST VR

28 Kjartan Emilsson, “More Everest, Deeper Experience, Lower Price,” Sólfar 
Studios, October 3, 2017, http://www.solfar.com/new-blog-avenue/2017/2/14/
more-everest-deeper-experience-lower-price.

Figure .25: South Summit, “More Everest, Deeper Experience, Lower Price”, Solfar Studios, accessed August 27, 2021, http://www.solfar.com/new-
blog-avenue/2017/2/14/more-everest-deeper-experience-lower-price
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This thesis focuses on combing the physical environment and 
digital environment. Using Virtual Tourism as the driving idea 
for the design proposition.

The investigations will look into Augmented Reality, testing 
it on physical images, objects and spaces. With the aim to 
develop a mixed environment that explores the use of AR in 
Virtual Tourism. 

Approach

Figure .26: Project Breakdown39 40



Figure .27: Portal to Ars Electronica 2020, image created by author 4241

INVESTIGATIONS



This thesis followed a Research by Design Methodology. 
Where the research process involved different investigations, 
prototypes and tests.The main technologies used in these 
investigations were Unity and Vuforia. 

Unity is a game engine where you can build 2D, 3D and XR 
games and apps. Vuforia  has a Plug in for Unity that allows the 
user to export projects as an AR App, which can be used on a 
mobile device.

Vuforia allows you to augment digital information (3D objects, 
text, images, videos, etc.) onto Spaces, Objects and Images. 
The technology allows the user track Spaces, Objects and 
Images in real time.

The 2 Vuforia technologies this thesis explores are Model 
Targets and Area Targets. A number of tests were run using 
these different targets to record the performance and 
limitations of the software. 

Different prototypes were made to test the recognition and 
tracking capabilities of the technology. The prototypes were 
made using different digital fabrication methods, CNC & 3D 
Printing. 

2. INVESTIGATIONS
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Model Targets are physical models that are used as the 
tracking target. To create model target, a digital and physical 
version of the same model is required. 

With Vuforia’s Model Target Generator the user can upload 
the digital version of the model. With Model Target Generator 
it checks the model to see if it meets the requirements for 
tracking (Fig. 29). In the program the users sets the models 
units and confirms the type of model it is,how it will be tracked 
and sets the guide views (Fig. 30). Once that is completed the 
Model Target can generated and imported into Unity, where 
digital content can be added on to it.29 

With Model Targets the digital models are usually made first, 
then the physical model is made afetrwards. However for this 
investigation it was to see if it would work by creating a digital 
model of an existing object. Using the pounamu (Fig. 28) 
the intial idea was to use Augmented Reality with an item or 
souvenir. 

Model Target Investigation

Figure .28: Pounamu used for model target investigation, photo by author

Vuforia Investigations

29 https://library.vuforia.com/features/objects/model-targets.html
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Figure .29: Model Target Generator, setting up guide view, image created by author Figure .30: Detecting Pounamu using Guide view, image by author
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Pounamu Model Targets

For the pounamu the idea was to show where they were 
made, using text, a model of New Zealand, and a larger 
landscape of the specific place.

The digital replica’s of the pounamu were made in Rhino, using 
photos and the pounamu’s measurements as a reference. 
These digital models were uploaded into the Model Target 
Generator and exported as Unity Package File. The model 
tagrets were imported into unity and, digital content was 
added to each pounamu model target (Fig. 31, 32, 33). This 
concept used the same methods as the Ars electronica 2020 
project, with the texturing and modelling.    

Figure .31: Digital and Physical versions of Pounamu ‘1,’ images by 
author.

Figure .32: Digital and Physical versions of Pounamu ‘2,’ images by 
author.

Figure .33: Digital and Physical versions of Pounamu ‘3,’ images by 
author.
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With all three pounamu, a common issue was Lighting and 
Shadows. With the pounamu the guide view was the outline 
of the pounamu it was quite difficult to launch the digital 
content as there were usually shadows around the edges. 
Without even lighting it was difficult for the app to recognise 
the model. 

For the previous pictures, the models were placed on a lighter 
back ground for it to work. A light box was used to see if it 
would help with the detection. With the light box it really 
defined the edges and made it easier for the device to detect 
and it stabilised the tracking (Fig. 34).

Another thing to note is that the physical and digital version of 
the model should be relatively the same as it may not detect 
the model or track properly. Creating a digital replica of the 
Pounamu did work but it still had some issue. But part of the 
reason it did work is because model target technology “can 
tolerate up to 10% of deviation between the real and virtual 
object as a compromise.”30

Pounamu 1 was the most successful in terms of tracking and 
detection. With Pounamu ‘1’ it has more of a distinct shape 
compared to Pounamu ‘2’ and ‘3.’

With Pounamu 2 its is quite smaller than the others, but it 
does have some detail and a distinct shape. But from further 
away it is looks quite circular and simple. Using a device 
upclose camera would usually detect the model as it could see 
the details, however as the camera moved away that is when it 
often stopped tracking.  

Pounamu 3 was similar to pounamu 2 in the sense that it does 
have some detail and a distinct shape. But again looking at it 
further away it is looks quite simple, so it also had some issues 
with tracking as well

From creating model targets from existing objects, the next 
step will be creating models and generating model targets. 
Some key things from this investigation is to make sure the 
model targets have distinct features or a distinct shape. Also 
making sure that the digital model and physical model match 
up to avoid tracking issues. Figure .34: Using a Light box with Pounamu ‘1,’ image taken by author.

Model Target Findings

30 https://library.vuforia.com/articles/Solution/model-targets-supported-objects.
html
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For an Area Target is uses a 3D scan of space as the tracking 
target. To create an Area Target there are two apps, the Vuforia 
Area Target Creator app the Vuforia  Area Target Generator 
app.

The Area Target Creator app lets the user scan and generate 
Area Targets with an IOS device that has a LiDAR scanner. 
The Area Target Generator uses 3D scans, from supported 
scanners, to create an area target.31

For an Area Target it’s a similar process as an Image and Model 
target, where once it’s generated it can be exported as Unity 
Package File. This file can be imported into Unity, where the 
user can put digital content in the 3D model of the scanned 
space. 

For this investigation a 3D scan was done at a lookout at the 
Arataki Visitor Centre (Fig. 35 & 36).

Area Target Investigation

Figure .36: 3D scan of the Lookout at Arataki, image createds by 
author.

31 https://library.vuforia.com/articles/Solution/model-targets-supported-objects.
htmlFigure .35: Elevated view from lookout over the Waitakere Ranges in Auckland, New Zealand. Photograph by Elizabeth Given, 17 

December, 2016. 
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For the lookout, the idea was to augment Maori place names 
onto the Landscape. However with just the area target, it 
was quite difficult to locate everything. Using Terrain2STL, a 
3D model of the Landscape was added to the Unity project 
to help with the positioning of the names (Fig. 37 & 38). The 
main aim for this investigation was to test the software on an 
outdoor area and landscape.

Arataki Lookout Area Target Figure .37: Arataki Lookout Project in Unity, 
image created by author.

Area Target Findings

Similar to the model targets, the area targets are also affected 
by light and shadows. If there is too much sunlight or shadows 
it might have trouble detecting the space because it looks too 
different to the scan. However, when there is even lighting or 
when it’s overcast the Area Target tracks better. 

With an Area Target it also depends on the quality of the 3D 
scan. With the look out it was scanned with an iPad Pro, it 
was quite quick and convenient. However using a proper 3D 
scanner would generate a more accurate area target which 
would most likely track better. 

Figure .38: Screenshot from Arataki Lookout 
AR app, image taken by author.
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Continuing on from using the Area Target technology, an AR 
Portal was tested using an Area Target. The portal was tested 
using the Ars Electronica project. To make the Portal,  an 
opening was made in the sphere (Fig. 39). The sphere is then 
duplicated to make a second sphere, the second sphere is 
enlarged so it encases the first sphere. A depth mask is then 
applied to the second sphere which hides anything behind it.  
(Fig. 40) With the only thing visible being the opening that lets 
the user see inside (Fig. 41.)

AR Portal with Area Target

Figure .39: 360o sphere with opening, image created by author Figure .40: 360o sphere with depth mask, image created by author Figure .41: Opening, image created by author
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An Area Target was made of a the main presentation room, 
to prepare for a live demonstration (Fig. 42). To test the Area 
Target, an AR Portal that opened up to the Ars Electronica 
project was used (Fig. 43).

Findings

When the portal was first tested in the room it tracked quite 
well as there was a lot of lighting. However this room is often 
changing, and being reorganised, with equipment moving to  
different places. With an area target it requires the space to 
be the same as it was when it was scanned. Any noticeable 
changes in the space may affect the detection and tracking, 
as it uses the scan as a reference. This Area Target can still be 
detected and tracked however it ocassionly loses its position, 
because things have been moved around

With this Portal it was to test if it would work, however 
with just the portal there’s a slight disconnect between the 
scanned space and the Digital environment. Theres currenly 
no relationship or context between the two. But if this was 
applied to model targets it could possibly give some context 
and categorise to these AR Portals.

Figure .42: 3D scan of Room 149, scan and image created by author

Figure .43: Screenshots from AR app, images created by author

AR Portal with Area Target
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The intial idea was to create a series of Model Targets to 
launch a range of AR Portal. (Fig. 44) .With each model being 
representative of the space so it gives some context to the 
digital environment. 

With this thesis focusing on Landscapes the intial concept was 
to create landscape models to launch a portal to that specific 
landscape. 

AR Portal with Model Targets

Figure .44: Sketch of Model Target Concept, sketch by author.61 62



Figure .45: Wireframe model showing mask material on sphere, image created by author. Figure .46: AR Portal with mask material, image created by author.
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Model Exploration

With Landscape models there had to be some exploration in 
terms of form because a flat landscape model / contour model 
wouldn’t track as well becuase it’s too flat.

The idea was too turn a landscape into a stand alone model. 
With the models intial concept was to place them upright and 
wrap it around itself (Fig. 47). By putting it upright it highlights 
the shape of the land, and creates a distinct shape, which is 
quite important as it helps with detection and tracking.

Two different model prototypes were made to explore 
different froms and test different digital fabrication methods. 
One model is 3D printed the other is CNC cut. 

Figure .47: Wrapping Landscape around itself, sketch by author.
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3D Printed Prototype

This model uses a Mt Ngauruhoe landscape model to develop 
the model. In blender, the model is wrapped around itself 
using a curve modifier. With this modifier it reshapes the 
model around a curve or a circle (Fig. 48).

With the model the geometry is reduced so it’s easier to 3D 
print. With a distinct shape it would most likely take longer to 
print and use more support material. So the model is split in 
half (Fig. 49) so it’s easier to print and won’t require as much 
support material. Once it is printed, the two half can be glued 
together (Fig. 50)

Figure .48: Using circle modifier to wrap landscape model, image created by author.
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Figure .49: Model split in half for 3D printing, image created by author.

Figure .50: 3D printed model, photo by author Figure .51: Testing model target, image taken by 
author.
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CNC Prototype

The idea was to use a section of land and place a base at one 
end of the model so it could stand up (Fig. 52). This would be 
one half of the model and another model would be made and 
they would be placed back to back. The first model is a cut out 
section of Mt Taranaki and the surrounding landscape.

The model has been designed in two seperate parts so it is 
easier to CNC cut. With the two parts they can be glued and 
clamped together afterwards. With this prototypes one half of 
the model is a section cut out of Mt Taranaki. The other half is 
a section cut out of Mt Ruapehu and Mt Ngauruhoe (Fig. 53).

The reason for putting these models back to back create a 
unique and distinct shape that would help with tracking and 
detection.

Figure .53: Digital file for CNC prototype, image created by authorFigure .52: Model with and without base, image created by author
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In terms of form, with the 3D printed prototype, having the 
models wrap around it self does create a unique and distinct 
shape. However, with the 3D printed prototype it has a lot of 
strong edges which would likely take a long time to CNC cut. 
Also there are overhanging parts which couldn’t be CNC cut, 
unless the model is rotated, however it would be quite difficult.

With the CNC prototype, having the landscape models back 
to back also creates a distinct shape (Fig. 55 & 56). With this 
concept being strips of landscapes it is quite suitable for CNC 
cutting. As CNC routers are commonly used for landscpae and 
contour models. With concept it can also be 3D printed as 
well.

With both these models being digitally fabricated it has also 
helped with the detection of the model and the tracking 
as well. Compared to the Pounamu model targets, these 
prototypes are being detected easier and are tracking better 
(Fig. 56). 

Model Exploration Findings

Figure .54: Digital Model of CNC Prototype, image created by 
author

Figure .55: Physical model of CNC Prototype, photo taken by 
author

Figure .56: Testing CNC model target, image taken by author
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Figure .57: CNC Model and 3D Printed Model, image create by author75 76

PROPOSED DESIGN



This project can be broken into two parts

Phyiscal Model + AR Application

For the physical model, this chapter will go over how the 
digital models and physical models are. 

For the AR application, it will show how the digital 
environments are made, how the AR Portal is made and the 
features on the app.

3. PROPOSED DESIGN

Figure .58: CNC Model and 3D Printed Model, side by side, photo taken by author
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Making the Digital Model - North Island and South Island

Physical Model

The models are prepared so they can be CNC cut. So the size 
of the model depends on the size of the wooden block that is 
being cut. A 3D block is made using the dimensions of wooden 
block as reference. A base will be added afterwards which 
will change the length of the block, but the width and height 
remain the same (Fig. 59). 

The landscape model is added to the project (Fig. 60). All 
the landscapes used for the final models were sourced from 
Terrain2STL (see Appendix for information).

The block is positioned over the section of the landscape that 
will be used. The size and width of the landscape model can 
be adjusted, however what ever is inside the block will be used 
(Fig 61).

A key thing is that CNC cut aways material so the height of the 
landscape can be adjusted to fit inside the block (Fig. 62).

Figure .59: 3D Blocks, image created by author Figure .60: Landscape imported into project, image created by author

Figure .61: Positioning block, image created by author Figure .62: Adjusting height of Landscape, image created by author
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Once the block is in place, the faces are used as cutting planes 
to cut out that section of the landscape (Fig. 63 & 64). A 
square base is added to the end of the model so it can stand 
upright (Fig. 65). Once the models is paired up with the other 
half it will become more stable (Fig. 66).

Figure .63: Block in position, image created by author Figure .64: Landscape strip, image created by author

Figure .65: Base added to Landscape strip, image created by author Figure .66: How the model will stand up, image created by author
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Figure .67: Landscapes used for North Island Model. TOP - Egmont National Park. BOTTOM- 
Tongariro National Park, image created by author

Figure .68: Landscapes used for South Island Model. TOP - Nelson Lakes National Park. BOTTOM- 
Aoraki/Mt Cook National Park, image created by author
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Figure .69: Side View of North Island Model standing up, image 
created by author.

Figure .70: Side View of South Island Model standing up, image 
created by author.
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Making the Digital Model - AKL City

The model uses a 3D model of Aukland City (Fig. 71) which 
was sourced from CadMapper (see Appendix for information).

The model is split into four pieces that will be placed onto the 
base (Fig 72,73 & 74). 

Figure .71: Auckland City 3D Model, image created by author. Figure .72: 3D Printing set up, image created by author.

Figure .73: Guide lines showing where model is getting cut, image 
created by author.

Figure .74: Plan view of city pieces, image created by author.
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The Base pieces are seperated so that they could be CNC cut 
(Fig. 75). However the base pieces are quite simple so they 
can be either made by hand or 3D printed as whole. The Four 
city pieces were then placed on to the base (Fig. 76)

Once the model pieces have been cut the pieces can be glued 
and clamped together

NOTE: Due to New Zealand going into Lockdown, the CNC 
models could not be made.

Assembling CNC Models - North Island and South Island

Figure .75: City pieces positioned on the correct sides, image 
created by author.

Figure .76: AKL City Model, image created by author. Figure .77: CNC Prototype being glued and clamp, photo 
taken by author.
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For the AKL City model it was experimental model to 3D Print. 
But this is a proposition to how it could be made with CNC 
cutting. With a model like this it would also require some parts 
to be done by hand as well. The idea is to split the model into 
different parts (Fig. 78). The buildings, the ground plane and 
the base. 

NOTE: Due to New Zealand going into Lockdown, the CNC 
models could not be made. 

Assembling CNC Models - AKL City

Figure .78: AKL City Mode broken into different parts, image created by author.
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With the AKL City model, a lot of buildings are relatively the 
same height (Fig. 79). So the idea was to use a thick Plywood 
sheet or MDF, and CNC cut the buildings. The buildings will be 
spread out to make sure the so the CNC machine isnt cutting 
into other buildings (Fig. 80). For the taller buildings they 
would have to be cut by hand

Figure .79: Guideline showing similar buiding heights, image created by author. Figure .80: Placement of Buildings for CNC cut, image created by 
author.
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For the ground plane it was the same idea the buildings. 
Where it would use a thick Plywood sheet or MDF, to CNC 
cut the the ground plane (Fig. 81). When assembling the 
model (Fig. 82) the first step would be to make the base either 
by hand or CNC cutting. Next would be to add the buildings 
onto the ground plane, then attach the ground plane on to the 
base.

Figure .81: Placement of Ground Plane for CNC cut, image 
created by author.

Figure .82: Different stages for assembling the model, image 
created by author.
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To attach the buildings to the ground plane the idea was to 
either glue them, on while it’s flat, or screw them on. The 
buildings could be screwed from the top or bottom. But 
to avoid seeing any screws, it could be screwed from the 
underneath the ground plane into the buildings (Fig. 83). Once 
the buildings are attached to the ground plane can be screwed 
onto the base (Fig. 84).

Figure .83: Screwing the buildings from the bottoml, image 
created by author.

Figure .84: Screwing the ground plane onto the base, image 
created by author.
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Once the model pieces have been 3D printed the model can 
be simply glued together

Base pieces together glued together, then four city pieces  
glued afterwards

Figure .86: Order and sequence for assembling the AKL 
City Model, image created by author.

Assembling 3D Printed Models - North Island and South Island Assembling 3D Printed Models - AKL City

Figure .85: Gluing and clamping South Island 3D Printed model, 
photo taken by author.
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Photos of 3D printing

Figure .87: One side of the 3D Printed Models, photo taken by author. Figure .88: Other side of the 3D Printed Models, photo taken by author.101 102



Digital Environments

With the 3 Physical Models, each opens up to a digital 
environment. The North Island Digital environment, shows the 
Egmont National Park and Tongariro National Park. The South 
Island Digital Environment shows the Nelson Lakes National 
Park and Aoraki/Mt Cook National Park. The AKL City Digital 
Environment shows Auckland City and some of the outer 
suburbs.

A key thing for the digital environments was to make sure 
they weren’t too big in terms of data, so that they could be 
processed on mobile devices. With the 3 environments, 
having them on one app may be difficult for a mobile device 
to handle. With the AR app it would not only have to track an 
object but augment a digital environment in real time. With 
3 models and digital environments there would be a lot of 
data to process through. So the idea was to split them into 3 
individual apps.

For the North and South Island environments, the landscapes 
were split into two parts, the Island models and the National 
Park models. The idea was to have detailed 3D models of the 
National Parks, and place them on the Island models, which 
would be flat low-poly models that are shaped as the North 

Island and South Island. With the Island Models each one is 
textured with a compressed satellite image. With the National 
Park models they are textured with satellite imagery that has 
been slightly compressed.

For the AKL City environment, the city model it has a flat base, 
with the majority of the buildings being low-poly. This city 
model is textured with satellite imagery, that has also been 
slightly compressed. The concpet of the AKL City environment 
was to make it an inverted version of the physical model. 
Where the model is split into four pieces, but instead of the 
city facing outwards, it faces inwards to allow the user to see 
the city from a different perspective. The AKL City model was 
an experiemental to test the projects methods with a built 
environment.
 
The textures for the city model and all the landscape models 
were made from satellite imagery, sourced from LINZ. For 
the North Island and South Island digital environments, the 
landscape models were sourced from Terrain2STL. For the 
AKL City digital environment, the model was sourced from 
CadMapper. The 360o skybox image in all 3 environments is a 
default skybox texture from Unity. (See Appendix for sources)
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NORTH ISLAND MODEL
Figure .90: Untextured and Textured North Island Model, image 
created by author.

Figure .89: Overview of North Island Digital Environment, image created by author.
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EGMONT NATIONAL PARK 
MODEL

Figure .91: Untextured and Textured Egmont National Park Model, 
image created by author.

Figure .92: Egmont National Park Model placed on the North Island Model, image created by author.
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TONGARIRO NATIONAL PARK 
MODEL

Figure .93: Untextured and Textured Tongariro National Park Model, 
image created by author.

Figure .94: Tongariro National Park Model placed on the North Island Model, image created by author.
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Figure .95: 360 skybox image used for North Island Digital Environment, image created by author. Figure .96: View inside the North Island Digital Environment, image created by author.
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SOUTH ISLAND MODEL
Figure .98: Untextured and Textured South Island Model, image created 
by author.

Figure .97: Overview of South Island Digital Environment, image created by author.
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NELSON LAKES NATIONAL 
PARK MODEL

Figure .99: Untextured and Textured Nelson Lakes National Park Model, 
image created by author.

Figure .100: Nelson Lakes National Park Model placed on the South Island Model, image created by author.
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AORAKI / MT COOK 
NATIONAL PARK MODEL

Figure .101: Untextured and Textured Aoraki/MtCook National Park 
Model, image created by author.

Figure .102: Aoraki/MtCook National Park Model placed on the South Island Model, image created by author.
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Figure .103: 360 skybox image used for South Island Digital Environment, image created by author. Figure .104: View inside the North Island Digital Environment, image created by author.
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Figure .105: Untextured AKL City Model, image created by 
author.

Figure .107: AKL City Model split into four pieces, image 
created by author.

Figure .106: Textured AKL City Model, image created by 
author.
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Figure .108: View Inside AKL City Model, image created by author. Figure .109: View from the top of the Skytower Model, image created by author.123 124



AR Portal

For the previous concept the idea was to start outside the 
digital environment then walk in. However because of the 
scale of the digital environment, it meant the user would have 
to start inside it. 

The idea is to Place the model in a digital room and apply 
the mask material to this room. So on the users device it still 
appears as if the user is in their physical setting. However, the 
user would be able to see the opening that looks out towards 
the digital environment.

Figure .110: Digital Room with Default Material, image created by 
author.

Figure .111: Digital Room with Mask Material, image created by author.
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Figure .112: View Looking Out, image created by author. Figure .113: View Looking back, image created by author.
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Model Video

General Information Next Location

Huts and Tracks D.O.C Website

As well as the digital environment the idea was to incoporate 
tourist related information. Displaying this information in 
different ways from models, text, images, video and more 
digital overlays. With the Model, General Information, Hut and 
Tracks, and Video buttons the user can toggle the visibility of 
this digital information. With the Next Location button it moves 
the Digital Environment around the user and places them at 
the other National Park. With this button it allows the user to 
go back and forth between the locations. The D.O.C Website 
button uses the devices internet browser to open URL link 
to the Department of Conservation website. The website has 
more detailed information related around the national parks 
and general information as well. 

UI Buttons

Figure .114: UI Buttons used in the AR application, image created by author.
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Figure .116: Close up view of the smaller landscape model, image created by author.Figure .115: Using Model Button to toggle visibility of the model, image 
created by author.

‘MODEL’ BUTTON
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‘GENERAL INFORMATION’ 
BUTTON

Figure .117: Brochure that appears once ‘General Information’ button is 
pressed, image created by author

Figure .118: North Egmont Walks Brochure, image created by author.
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Figure .120: View of the digital overlay on the landscape, image created by author.Figure .119: Using Huts and Tracks Button to toggle visibility of the 
digital overlay, image created by author.

‘HUTS AND TRACKS’ BUTTON
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Figure .122: Watching Video, image created by author.Figure .121: Using Video Button to toggle visibility of the Video, image 
created by author.

‘VIDEO’ BUTTON
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Figure .124: View from Mt Ruapehu, image created by author.

Figure .123: Transitioning to Mt Ruapehu after pressing Next 
Location button, image created by author.

‘NEXT LOCATION’ BUTTON
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Figure .126: D.O.C website has additional information about the park, 
image created by author.

Figure .125: App opens URL Link to D.O.C website when the button is pressed, image created by author.

‘D.O.C  WEBSITE’ BUTTON
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REFLECTION

Figure .127: Imagining the model in a gallery space, image created by author.
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The this proposed to use AR for its compatibility with mobile 
devices, with the idea that an AR app could shared and used 
by different people. However, after testing the AR technology 
it showed the limitations of AR on mobile devices

The most consistent issue that was faced during the project 
was tracking. With vuforia it uses extended tracking, where the 
digital information remains in the same position even when 
the targets out of camera or out of focus. However, a lot of 
the time, the digital information would drop off as soon as the 
target was lost. Having the digital information drop off reularly 
made it difficult to explore these digital environments.

Having issues with tracking it meant there was issues with 
interactivity as well. In the early stages of thesis the project 
was intended to be more interactive with the physical models. 
However, model targets work best when they are still, they 
are difficult to track if they are moved or handled. With the 
tracking issues it limits the amount of interaction with the 
model target. So for this project instead of being able to 
interact with the models, they became more of a key to 
opening up the digital environments. 

4. REFLECTION

With the models becoming a key to the space it was important 
to make sure they could be easily detected. With all 3 models 
they were quite successful in this aspect, as there weren;t 
many issues with detection.  
 
Looking into digital fabrication it means the models could 
possibly be made and used remotely and overseas. With the 
CNC and 3D printed models they could be used in different 
places. With the CNC models they would be more of an 
exhibition, based on their size. Since the North Island and 
South Island models are quite sculptural they could possibly 
be exhibited in a gallery. The models could also be placed in 
visitor centres as the digital environments show tourist related 
information. With the 3D printed models, they are more user  
friendly, be used at home and in a variety of spaces.

To create a more immersive and interactive experience, the 
next step would to be explore with VR. Using Weightless Bricks 
Act II: Collaboration as an example, where it uses VR and the 
physical objects interact with the digital environment.
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For this thesis ithe aim wasnt to find a solution for Virtual 
Tourism, but it was an exploration into what it could look like 
with AR. With the aim of creating a mixed environment it 
was quite difficult to achieve with the different software and 
technology limitations.

With this project it was very experimental with AR, using it 
in different ways. With Model Targets the digital information 
is usually placed around on and around the model. But with 
this project the digital information expands far beyond the 
model. Instead of augmenting a digital overlay it augments an 
immersive and digital environment.

For the future of this of this project it would to look into 
different areas terms of Tourism. This thesis mainly looks at the 
National parks, but with Tourism it includes a lot of places and 
activities. So there could be an opportunity to develop new 
models and new digital environments.

This project mainly focuses on using AR with Virtual Tourism. 
However, the projects methods could also be used to 
represent and communicate architectural projects. By using 
an AR Portal, it could allow you to virtually move through 
full-scale digital models. Being able to go into your model it 
could help you get a better sense of scale, depth, and spatial 
arrangement. 

CONCLUSION
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STL Landscape Models:

Sourced from Terrain2STL

Terrain2STL is a free-to-use service, it uses elevation maps to 
generate stl files of a selected area.

It uses a SRTM dataset, digital elevation data, made available by 
the Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research 
(CGIAR)

SMRT - Shuttle Radar Topography Mission

The SRTM digital elevation data, produced by NASA originally, is a 
major breakthrough in digital mapping of the world, and provides 
a major advance in the accessibility of high quality elevation data 
for large portions of the tropics and other areas of the developing 
world.

Appendix

AKL City Models: 

Cadmapper - AKL City 3D Model 
File #12f464f9, Auckland, NZ

Cadmapper uses data from public sources such as 
OpenStreetMap, NASA, and USGS to create CAD files of  a 
selected area.

Sky Tower Model:
Purchased from TURBOSQUID
Product ID: 1448610
3D Model License - Editorial Uses Only
 
‘3D Models designated with the Editorial Use label may only be 
used in an editorial manner, relating to events that are newsworthy 
or of public interest, or an academic manner, relating to teaching 
purposes, scholarship, and research.”
Images are sourced from LINZ

Texture Sources:

Sourced from Land Information New Zealand (LINZ)

LINZ Aerial Photo Datasets:

AKL City Model: Auckland 0.5m Rural Aerial Photos (2010-
2012) Dataset

Mt Taranki Model: Taranaki 0.4m Rural Aerial Photos (2011-
2012)Dataset

Tongariro National Park Model: Manawatu Whanganui 0.4m 
Rural Aerial Photos (2010-2011)Dataset

Nelson Lakes Model: Tasman 0.3m Rural Aerial Photos (2020)
Marlborough 0.2m Rural Aerial Photos (2015-2016) Dataset

Mt Cook Model: Canterbury 0.3m Rural Aerial Photos (2014-
2018) Dataset

Mt Aspiring Model: West Coast 0.3m Rural Aerial Photos 
(2016-2017)

Otago 0.3m Rural Aerial Photos (2017-2019) Dataset
New Zealand Island Base Model:  NZ 10m Satellite Imagery 
(2020-2021)

User can extract aerial photos from a selected area, the 
selected area is split into seperate High Resolution Images. 
The images are tiled and put together in photoshop to create a 
single image texture file.
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